Technical Bulletin Cove Ezi Australian Pre-formed Marmoleum
Coving with Forbo Warranty
Cove - Ezi is a manufactured Marmoleum pre-formed coving which has an integrated profile support
backing. Cove - Ezi is suitable for all Marmoleum coving installations including combination stair treads
and risers

◀

Cove-Ezi support backing

Cove-Ezi is strengthened against cleaning machine
impact damage.

The benefits of Cove - Ezi
1. Cove - Ezi offers ease of installation, speed, cost effectiveness and the opportunity for the designer to
use a coloured boarder offset to that of the field colour. A contrasting coloured welding cable could
then be used as a design element around the perimeter of the installation.
2. Cove -Ezi can be manufactured to order in various cove heights and base widths in 2.40 Lm lengths
3. Cove - Ezi can be manufactured to accommodate separate internal and external corners
4. Cove - Ezi can be manufactured to order in the complete Marmoleum colour range
5. Cove - Ezi is cleaning machine bump resistant, avoiding mechanical damage
6. Cove - Ezi is stair riser toe kick resistant, avoiding mechanical damage
7. Cove - Ezi has a 10 mm cove base radius which gives it strength and uniform neatness against door
jambs and other internal and external protrusions.
Note: Cove - Ezi has minimum order requirements for lengths, varying cove heights and base widths.
Under certain reflected light situations an indistinct mirrored shadow line of the support backing
may be seen; this is not a manufacturing fault

Cove-Ezi Marmoleum Internal Corner

Cove-Ezi Marmoleum Straight Length

Cove-Ezi Marmoleum External Corner
Cove - Ezi Installation
1. Cove - Ezi should be unpacked and acclimatised at 18 degrees C as per AS 1884-2012 recommendations.
2. Cove - Ezi lengths should laid out with the jute side and support backing facing upwards in the form of a tent or
stacked in multiple lengths one on top of the other, in this way it will help to elevate some tension brought about
by the packaging, storage and freighting process.
3. Cove - Ezi can be installed using high solid contact adhesives, sprayed, rolled or painted on. In most cases two
coats of adhesive should be applied to the cove backing to achieve a thick adhesive build up. Low solid skirting
contact adhesive should not be used as some adhesive solids will be lost / absorbed into the Marmoleum back and
have an inferior adhesive build up.
4. For areas of installation where solvent base adhesives cannot be use Forbo Eurocol 650 water based contact is
ideally suited.
5. Cove - Ezi can also be installed using Forbo Fix 414, brushed, rolled or towelled on with a 2.4 x 2.4 mm “V” notch
trowel. Please test a small area of coving to familiarise yourself when using either Forbo adhesives.
If in any doubt contact us:
Tel: 1800 224 471
Info.au@forbo.com
Additional Reference documents and information:
Forbo Floor Coverings Installation Guide: www.forbo-flooring.com.au/installation
creating better environments

